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ABSTRACT (NO MORE THAN 500 WORDS:)
Proliferation of vascular endothelial cells is required for angiogenesis that is a critical step in tissue
regeneration and repair. Regulation of endothelial cell proliferation is normally achieved through various
bioactive proteins such as vascular endothelial cell growth factors. Proanthocyanidins (PAs) belong to a
group of naturally occurred polyphenols made of the oligomers of catechin, epicatechin and their
derivatives. They present widely in plants and human diets such as apple, blueberry and grapes. Oligomeric
proanthocyanidins (OPC) from grape seed extract are marketed as nutritional supplements largely because
of their antioxidative property, despite the relatively low bioavailability after digestion. Studies have showed
that PAs are inhibitory to tumor growth owing to their suppression to the proliferation of vascular
endothelial cells and angiogenesis. In our study however, PAs were found being able to stimulate the
proliferation of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC). After testing a wide range of dose, we
found that there existed a relatively narrow window of drug concentrations; and only within this window of
dosage can PAs promote the proliferation and metabolic activity of HUVEC. Outside this window PAs
either showed no effect or an inhibition to the cells. Our data therefore demonstrate that PAs may be used in
vitro to promote endothelial cell growth and in vivo to stimulate angiogenesis and tissue repair. This work
also suggests that the perception of the inhibitory effect of PAs on tumors needs further investigation.

